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Origin of work

- Informative text originally in RTCP HR
- Timed out on attempt to combine with “topologies” work
- Draft made up of:
  - material from RTCP HR
  - collected advice from RFC3550
  - requirements
  - early ideas on control by SDP
- New ideas are
  - policy-based forwarding
  - control by profile specification
Main issues

• Is it useful/acceptable to collect quotations from RFC3550?
• Should scope be extended to end systems and mixers?
  – Metrics above transport layer describing application performance of external network tail might be forwarded across end systems and mixers
• Control-by-profile principle must be discussed with experts in sipping and mmusic
  – Thinking has already developed further in latest RTCP HR draft!
• Is Informational right? (do we want to make normative recommendations in this area?)
• Haste meant no acknowledgements section…
Working group item

• Does group agree that (if done well) this will be useful to the community?
• If so may it be adopted as a Working Group item?